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In Kenya’s Masai Mara, travellers on an African safari package may frequently
spend most of their day jostling along rough tracks in search of the famous
local wildlife, including the vast wildebeest herds of East Africa’s renowned
Great Migration. Given the amount of time spent driving around the rolling
hills of the Masai Mara, the right choice of safari vehicle is crucial to ensuring
the comfort of a luxury safari in Kenya.
As part of its commitment to enhancing the guest experience at its safari
lodges and camps even further, &Beyond is investing into revamping the safari
vehicles offered to its guests in the Masai Mara. With this in mind, &Beyond
Bateleur Camp has recently added five brand new customised four-seater
safari vehicles to its fleet. Designed to offer the best Kenya safari, these
luxurious vehicles each feature a canvas roof for shelter from the African sun,
as well as a stylish wooden interior finish, leather trim on roll bars and seats
and detachable sides that can be rolled up or down depending on the weather.
With comfort and convenience in mind, a fridge has been installed in each
vehicle’s interior to provide easy access to cold drinks and fresh snacks. Four
seats instead of eight provide additional room, while reclining seats with the
option to adjust for leg room cater for the comfort of taller travellers. Keen
photographers will benefit from handy camera mounts, as well as charging
points for camera batteries and other photographic equipment.
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ABOUT &BEYOND
&Beyond is one of the world’s leading luxury experiential travel companies,
designing personalised luxury safaris in 15 African countries, as well as
arranging bespoke tours in India, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Chile and
Argentina. The company also owns and operates 33 extraordinary lodges and
camps in Africa and India that positively impact more than 9 million acres of
wildlife land. Established in 1991, &Beyond takes exceptional care of its
guests in order to make a difference; its commitment to sustainable
responsible travel, conservation and community empowerment has been
globally recognised with multiple awards over the years.
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